
Introduction to Prepackaged Sales Meeting 
Module:  International Tax Identification Number (ITIN) 
 
Dear Broker/Firm Trainer: 
 
NAR research indicates that 1 in 5 REALTORS® has been involved in an international 
real estate transaction.  If this surprises you, you might ask yourself if business 
opportunities are being lost because your agents do not understand the elements of an 
international real estate transaction.  The bulk of “international” business takes place in 
local markets and sales agents need a base level of knowledge to help them attract (and 
keep) this business, which often comes about from a former client whose needs have 
expanded beyond the domestic level.   
 
NAR has created a series of modules to help you provide an introduction to global market 
transaction elements.  These modules are designed to be incorporated into your regular 
sales meetings; many of which can be expanded, based on the firm’s needs.  They include 
resources for additional information for agents seeking a more in-depth understanding of 
the topic. 
 
Keep in mind that these modules will not make your agents “international experts.” (NAR 
offers advanced training and certification for REALTORS® who work in markets where 
they will benefit from this.)  Rather this information is designed to provide agents with 
enough basic information on a range of topics so that when the potential client walks 
through the door who: 

 is looking to buy a vacation home in Mexico, 
 has recently immigrated to the U.S. and is unfamiliar with U.S. industry practices,  
 has recently inherited a property in Europe,  
 wants to invest in an London flat to house a child studying abroad for a year or, a 

U.S. flat for a student coming to the U.S.,  
 is a U.S. military spouse from Iraq, Germany, Korea, or any number of countries 

where U.S. military personnel is based and may marry local citizens, 
 received in inquiry from oversees about a new development, or  
 a dozen other possible scenarios… 

…Your agents will be able to assure this potential client or customer that they can help 
with this transaction! 
 
The module on ITINs (Individual Tax Identification Numbers) is critically important for 
anyone working with foreign nonresidents who buy, sell or rent real property in the 
United States.  Every real property transaction in the U.S. is now affected by FIRPTA, 
the Foreign Investment in Real Property Tax Act.  Passed in 1980, this act operates under 
the presumption that every seller is a foreign person subject to the withholding unless 
proof to the contrary is provided to the buyer.  The purchaser has ultimate liability for 
these taxes and penalties for same if the taxes are not paid.  This liability can pass to the 
real estate professional if they did not do their due diligence and provide the purchaser 
with this information.   
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We hope you’ll find this module useful in your sales agent training program, and we 
welcome your feedback.  Questions or comments can be sent to NARglobe@realtors.org.  
For information on other international training resources from NAR, visit our web site at 
www.REALTOR.org/international, or contact Heidi Henning, Manager, International 
Education and Membership at hhenning@realtors.org (800.874.6500; x8376).  
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